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What is Nitrio

Nitrio is an early stage SAAS company building tools that help sales representatives close 

deals. Nitrio using AI to learn what the best sales reps say on the phone/via email to close 

deals. Nitrio then strategically shares these successful responses with other sales reps. 



Nitrio User (a sales rep) Journey

Email Nitrio moment Drawer

Search

“More Info”
A “Nitrio moment” pops up when Nitrio detects 

a lucrative moment in an email exchange 
between a potential customer and a sales rep.

Sales rep is in an email thread 
with a potential customer

User wants to find best 
responses to other issues with 

the customer

EmailChoose a response

User wants more contextual 
information on a single 

successful response



Nitrio Moment Pop Up Mock Up



Highlight (in light blue) the relevant line in the email. The 
color of the highlight goes from light to dark when user 
hovers. 

When a user hovers over the highlight in the email, the bubble icon pops up. If 
the user clicks the bubble the Nitrio drawer is activated and pulls in from the 
right. If the user hovers away from the highlight the bubble icon disappears. 



Nitrio logo

Shows the sales rep the percentage by 
which their chances of success will 
increase if they use a Nitrio suggested 
response

Button reacts when user hovers



When a user clicks on a Nitrio moment the Nitrio 
drawer opens. The drawer contains examples of 

successful responses. 



Nitrio Drawer Screen 1 Wireframe



Drawer opens to screen 1 after user clicks Nitrio moment pop up. Drawer 
presents user with a list of hard ranked responses

User can copy a response User can learn more about 
a response

User can look up other 
topics/Nitrio moments

Search screenMore Info ScreenUser navigates back to 
email



5 Screens of the Nitrio Drawer 
Mock Ups



Nitrio Drawer Screen 1



The identified Nitrio moment User can scroll right and left 
for other detected Nitrio 
moments. Moments are 
ranked by success rate. 

Managers are allowed to suggest 
their own responses. Manager 
responses will be on green tiles.

Responses are ranked

User can copy the response or 
for extensive information click 
“More on this deal”

Tapping on the down arrow 
reveals a snippet of 
information on the deal. 



Nitrio Drawer Screen 1
With FTUE pop ups 





Nitrio Drawer Screen 1
When user clicks down arrow in response tile 



If user clicks for on the 
down arrow in Janice’s tile



Nitrio Drawer Screen 2
User clicks “more on this deal”



User can click to see entire email 
thread between customer and 
rep



Drawer Screen 3
User searches other topics



Nitrio can search the user’s 
email for past responses



When user hovers over pie charts



Drawer Screen 4
User clicks to see success examples





Drawer Screen 5 (Final Screen)
User deletes search text or cold searches





This tile functions similarly to the ones in the 
Nitrio moment drawer screen 1. 


